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Context.

Usually while designing products
or services, the logic of
exclusivity is applied to make
them more desirable and easier
to sell, however while
designing for ‘public spaces’, the
approach must be inclusive.

The project.

Student participants studied the
user needs and behaviors during
their field visits to

1.Ahmedabad old city-cultural heritage walk,
2.Gitamandir city bus-station,
3.Blind peopleʼs school,
4.ʻAdalajʼ step well

To propose inclusive design
solutions for the context.

The Design
Process.
Day 1

Orientation on accessible mobility,
inclusive designing of space,
objects, Design methods

Day 2

Field work and visits to 4locations in the city to observe
and identify problem areas:
Photography/Videoshoot, Rapid
sketching

Day 3-5

Analysing data collected
(mapping user need),
Generating concept solutions &
Design guidelines

Day 6

Presentation by each teams

Governance and Policy Making

Indicators to improve old city spaces
Keeping true essence alive

During the field work on a walk through heritage city, Ahmedabad India. The different urban layers that we can find in the shapes
of the houses shows the cultural complexity which brings also lots of problems in a city that’s still increasing nowadays. The
degradation of the centre is visible on the high valued buildings which are left to the dwellers and in the narrow streets that are
full of garbage and stray animals. A great treasure is being wasted and needs to be restored now. The project aimed at bringing
indicators to improve the spaces while keeping its original identity alive.

Activism and Civic Participation

Empathy for city dwellers, shopkeepers
Engaging for a sustainable life

We have to make both dwellers and owners of the building learn about the value of their houses. Bringing a high-level tourism in
the city would increase the chances to save the heritage, to do this we have to resolve the issues which we have found as
tourist during our sightseeing tour. The project that we are suggesting is a collection of actions which could be employed
together or separately to achieve the target.

Social Interactions and Relations

Roleplay as stakeholder
Creative ideas + Feasible solutions

We put ourselves in the shoes of the users: Dwellers, Tourists and Stakeholders to map the varied needs, interests and problems
of each one. While developing empathy for users, we also established various manners in which they interact with spaces, products

City and Environmental Planning

Modular design solutions
Public furniture | Interactive map in a kiosk for tourist

While exploring design solution to enhance overall old city spaces, the prime importance was given to simplicity and modularity of
objects, furniture. It was noticed that information about various sites, monuments for tourist was nil or minimal and there is a
possibility to integrate into single urban furniture design which should also merge well within this heritage walk sites.

Production, Distribution and Consumption

Safe + Clean
Low on cost & maintainance

The design concept generated are practical, efficient and considers cost and maintenance aspects as well. In a narrow streets, while
an ambulance rickshaw can easily reach to doorstep in case of emergency, a movable and modular garbage bin will serve for
garbage collections with more ease. These concept design solutions can be supported by municipal corporation of city and managed
by people living in the area can open further job opportunities for some of the residents, as they belongs to the place will create a
safer and cleaner heritage walk pathways.

Skill Training and Design Education

Design for all
Challenges faced by lower income groups
Connecting modern with traditional worlds

Project offered an important platform for learning - the students from two different countries, cultures are exposed to accessibility
related issues faced by users from old to younger once and how it affects their mobility, influence on overall work/life. The major
takeaway from the workshop was to develop empathy, observe and learn from field and people, know the constraint of space,
appreciate the heritage value and past practices. Innovative design solutions created during the workshop offered ‘out of the box’ yet
practical solutions.

Job Creation

Creating more inviting spaces
Newer profession & role in society

While major focus is on enhancing the experience of a tourist, there are now new possibilities of maintaining and decorating a space
has emerged, based on various festivals/events this spaces can be given thematic outlook. New small business avenues can also
open up targeting local citizen who so far visit old city for food/shopping can now engage in learning a craft, playing traditional games
in narrow lanes and gaining a unique experience.

Storytelling and Visualisation

Exchange of ideas+Learning from cultures
Design directions

Final visualization and scenario board provides clarity while developing and implementing the solutions. The information signage
design with consistency can also provide better experience to a tourist. Simple elements such as octagonal shaped floor tile can
serve as good communicating reference while merging well within its surrounding with varied color codes.
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